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Lower limit for the mimber
of sets of Solutions of x*-\-ye-\-%e = Q (modji)

By Mr. L. E. Dickson at Chicago.

1. From the results estabiished in the present paper it follows that,
when e and p are odd primes, the congruenee

(1.) xe + ye + ze = 0 (modp)

has integral Solutions #, y, z, each prime to p, for every £>>$, where

(2.) E^(e-iy(e-2y+6e-2.

When e is prime to |> — 1, every integer is a residue of an etb

power modulo |j, so that the congruenee (L) has obvious Solutions. Hence-
forth we assume that e and p are odd primes such that e divides p— l,
We set p—- 1 = £/.

Let g be a primitive root of p. Then (1.) has Solutions #,?/,#,
prime to p, if and only if the congruenee

(3.)

has integral Solutions ί, τ. The more general congruenee

(4) 1+0*+*Ξ50"+* (modp)
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182 Dickson, sets of Solutions of &e + ye + 2e = 0 (mod p).

is employed in the theory of the division of the circle (Kreisteilung). For
given integers k and A of the series 0,1,...β—l, let (£, A) denote the
number of integers t of the series 0, l , . . . /—l for which (4.) may be
satisfied by choice of an integer τ of the latter series.

Our aim is to find a lower limit for the number (0,0) of sets of
Solutions t, τ (eaeh</) of (2.), and finally (§5) a lower limit for the
number of sets of Solutions prime to p of (1.).

2. Let r be a primitive pi}l root of unity. The e periods are

(5.) % = Σ γ9 (*='Μ,ν ' ί=υ

Let co be a primitive (p — l)th root of unity. Jacobis function is

(6.) [ω»,'.
λ = 0

the notation [] being used here to avoid confusion with the above symbol ().
Let a/=/?, so that β is a primitive eth root of unity. Note that, for A = w/*,
(6.) be given the form

(Ί \ f/9m r\ —Py fftdr9 =z ' 'y ifm n{< ·; L/J » rJ — ̂ n μ r ** 2* P %,

as follows from (5.) upon setting A = e + /c, We here employ oniy the
special Jatfofo'-funetions (7.), whieh are linear functions of the periods.
For m-fn not divisible by e, we have the relation*)

ind ^ — (mH-n) iud

the indices relating to the prime modulus p. The second member is in

*) From (28.), p. 86, Bechmann, Kreisteilung? with h = mf, k=nf.
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Dickson, sets of Solutions of xe + <ye -f £e==0 (mod p). 183

dependent of r. Taking m = l, we set

j>-2

For m + n divisible by e, we have*), instead of (8.),

Jlence we have the relation

3. Let Kn denote the sum of the terms in (9.) whose exponents are
multiples of e. For the moment, set

n = - (mod e), ̂  =

Then the exponent in (9.) is a multiple of e if and only if l=$d
(mod e). Hence there are äs many exponents multiples of e äs there are
pairs of integers d, k for which

' = 0^ (mod p).

It follows from the definition in § l that

(12.) Kn =
(1=0

In (9.), n may take, the values l , . . .e—2. Then = (1 + )~"* takes
the values 2,... e — l (mod e) in some order. Hence

*) Bachmann, p. 87, (29), with A=w/. Note that / is even for e odd.
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184 Dickson, sete of solutiom of xe + t/ + £e = 0 (modp).

j-φίί

since, for rfiO, 2rf..'.,' (e—'l)rf fare congruent, inodulo e, to
,...,e~l, in some order. Now, for e odd, / even,

(13.) 'Σ (ο

Also, (e?, cT) = (0, e — d). Hence

Applying also (13.), we obtain

(14.) °~Σ Kn = e (0, 0) + (e-3J f+ 2.
usssi,

4. In (9.) we reduce the exponents by means of e« l arid set

(15.) Bn( ) = Kn + e^Cn, *.

Since there are p — 2 terms in (9.), we have

(16.) .tf.+ 'ic^/j-a.
t=s l

From (15.) we subtract
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Dickson, sets of .solutiona of a* + f + «' = 0 (mod p). 185

Let ank = Cnk-Kn. Then (15.) .and (16.) give

e—l e—l

From (11.) and (17.),. we have

(18.) Ρ^Σ^β'^Σα^β^^Σ^Ι,^Σ^ A„

where obviously
l

(19.) 'i 4.°

Since * Σ * = 0 is irreducible in the domain of rational members,
equation (18.) requires that

(20.)

Hence by (19.)

(21.) p~2

The discriminant of the quadratic form

with the value (21.) of p inserted, is seen to vanish only for m = 0 or
m = (e — l)2. For the latter value, we have

(22.) (e- !??-([£<**)=.*&.,
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186 Dicksony sets of solutions 0/^ + ^ + ^ = 0 (mod p).

Since Mn may be given the form

(23.) Μη^Σ(α^-αηΐγ ι*,/ , . . . --ι, *<ο

we have Jfn>0; indeed, if the a's were all equal, ρ would reduce to
and not be prime. Hence, by (22.),

β —l
(24.)

Tims, by (17.), we have

(25.)

This result, like all others in §§3,4 holds true for each n=
— 2. Hence, applying (14.), we get

Sinee ef=p — l , we get

(26.)

5. By (26.), a sufficient condition for (0T0) > 0 is

Squaring tfais and employing the abbref iation (2.), we get

(27.) p2
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Dickson, sets of Solutions of xe -{- ye + £* = 0 (mod p). Ig7

This conditioii is satisfied*) if p>Ej and hence if

Theorem. If e and p = ef-\- 1 are odd primes such that

(28.) . />e3~6e2 + 130-6,

congruence (1.) /ias α se£ o/ Solutions prime to p. Formula (26.) gives a
lower limit for the number β2 (0,0) of sets of Solutions prime to p of

(29.) l+ue=ve (mod p).

For 'the number N — ( p — I ) e 2 ( Q f i ) of sets of Solutions prime to p of (1.),
we have

(30.)

6. When f is a multiple of 3, there exists an integral root « of

Then (1.) has the set of Solutions #=1^ = «,#=Λ Hence in discussing
the limit p<iE obtained in § 5 s a necessary condition for (0,0) =0, we
need only test the primes j9 = e/+ l in whieh f is not divisible by 3.

For e = 3, J5=20, and the remaining primes are 7, 13. For each
of these, (0,0) = 0, so that the limit may be said to be exact.

*) We may take ρ^>Ρ, where P is the greater root of the equality (27.).
But, for ^^;7, E— P<C1, and there is no reduction for the integer p. For e=b,
Ρ=ΠΟ·85 and we may replace the limit i£= 172 by 171, a trivial reduction since
171 is not prime. For 0 = 3, we may replace the limit J?=20 by PA 16; the only
intermediate prime of the form 3f +1 is 19, which falls under the case in § 6.
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188 Dickton, sets of Solutions of xe -\-ye + se — 0 (m6d j>).

For e=5, $=172, and the remaining primes are 11, 41, 71, 101,
131. For the first four, (0,0) =0; for 131, (0,0)= 6.

For e=7, J?=940, there remain 14 primes. Of these the first three
(29, 71, 113) and the eighth (491) alone have (0,0)« 0.

7. The method may be modified to apply to eomposite values of e.
For e =4, let

For f even, set (0,0) = «, (1,2)=(1,3) = (2,3)=*. Then*)

Hence cc = 0 requires that

For / odd, we have

±4 = 2/^3-8(0,0).

Then (0, 0) = 0 requires that

0>/2-4/+2, /'<3, p^b or 13.

Hence x* + y* = z*(modp) hos solutions prime to p for every prime
l exceeding 17.

*) Carey, Quarterly Journ. Math. vol. 26 (1893), p. 349—352.
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